
PSSST! WANNA 
BUY A 12 HORSE 
MINIENDURO 

It's hard to believe but Larry Shoe
maker swears on a stack of shop manu
als that he can get 12 hp from a 5 hp 
Yamaha Mini-Enduro. He could be 
right! We watched the magic being 
performed and had a chance to test out 
the result. Sonie of Southern Cali
fornia's top Mini-Enduro racers got to 
r_ide the Shoemaker-prepared machine 
and all reported that it was faster, more 
powerful, than their own. Since our 
story is about power and not handling, 
we also set up some impromptu drag 
races and the results confirmed their 
impressions. 

Who is Larry Shoemaker? Larry is the 
easy-going, though efficient, service 
manager at International Motorcycle, 
Inc., Canoga Park, California. IMI is one 
of the leading Yamaha dealers in the 
Southern California area and Larry is 
hung up on making machines go fast. 
We spent the best part of two days in 
the IMI service shop and it is obvious 
that hop-up work is a large part of their 
business. It works like this. Larry does 

• the experimenting, . using the shop 
dynamometer and field testing, draws 
up the specs for each engine, and then 
trains his mechanics to do the work 
under his supervision. 

We were planning a Mini-Enduro hop
up article and asked Ron Henricksen, 
who runs the races at Indian Dunes, to 
steer us to a likely source. Ron said that 
machines prepared by Larry had been 
quietly winning consistently, although 

. IMI does not field a team of its own. So, 
the next thing we know, Larry was 
laying this 12 horse figure on us. To say 
the least, we were skeptical. While we 
have not dyno-tested the Mini-Enduro 
IMI prepared for us, we are less skep-
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tical now, since we have seen it blow off 
some of the fastest Mini-Enduros 
around. 

And the surprising thing about all this 
is the relatively small amount of work 
done to the engine. We saw the job 
being done by Jim Hartel, one of 
Larry's mechanics, and it would appear 
that none of it is beyond the scope for 
the efficient "dad mechanic." Some 
good shop tools would be ·necessary, 
particularly a hand grinder I and some of 
the work would probably have to be 
done by professionals. Despite Jim's 
experience, he worked on the project 
for a little over a day, pausing for our 
questions and photographs. 

The amateur, therefore, can expect to 
spend a week on the job, .or even longer, 
depending on how far he goes with the 
job. There is one very important ele
ment in the hop-up procedure that 
probably cannot be done by the home 
mechanic and that involves building a · 
good expansion chamber. This is criti
cal. Having tried a stock muffler with 
the hopped-up engine, we know that a 
large part of the power increase comes 
from the expansion chamber. 

Larry Shoemaker says that inost Mini
Enduro expansion chambers on the 
market have the exhaust pipe too short, 
r~sulting in good high end performance 
but very little on the low end. Also, he 
says, the volume of the chamber is 
usually too big. He has designed a 
chamber to match the engine modifica
tions and this is being sold by IMI for 
$32.95. 

Also, Larry didn't design the hop-up 
procedures for the Mini-Enduro just 
because he.· likes the machine. His 
company i~ in the business of perform- , 

ing modifications on a commercial basis 
and anybody who wants a 12 horse 
Mini-Enduro can ship off the engine to 
IMI (address and prices at the end of 
this story). On the other hand,;some 

. people may want a completely n~w·M-E 
ready to run, with the modifications 
done from scratch and that, too; lMl 
will supply. · 

We mention this because it is some
what unusual for a company doing 
hop-up work commercially to reveal 
their secrets. We asked Larry about this 
and he said they _decided to cooperate 
with MiniCycle on this project because 
they didn't feel that riders should have 
the competitive edg(: ''. simply because 
they had the money to pay for the 
work. It was fine if somebody ·wanted 
the work done professionally; in other 
words, with no mistakes. But anybody 
who had the initiative to do.U1eir own 
work sh~uld be given the opportunity. 
This is an attitude we find refreshing .. · -

There is still the question . of . the 
expansion chamber but there is ilo way 
around the purchase of this item. A 
serious Mini-Enduro ·racer· jtis( has to 
have one. · ·· ' 

Wit/1 the preliminaries out of the way i 
we watched as Jlm Harte! prepated to 
go to work. First step was to rais~ the 
bike up on the hydraulic lift. Since, i~ is 
unlikely that the home mechanic will 
have one of these i;levices, it is recom
mended that the engine be removed 
from the frame. Our engine was new but 
if the engine to be worked on has been 
used at all, it should be thoroughly 
cleaned, and we mean thoroughly, be
fore work commences. 

A large working area on the bench 
should be cleared and one corner of the 
garage should have a clean sheet of 
cardboard on which to lay the parts, in 
the proper sequence, as they come off 
the engine. 

The machine Jim modified for us was 
the MX version but the version with 
lights is basically the same except, of 
course, it will be necessary to temove 
the lights,' battery and all unnecessary 
items. Any racing machine should be as 
light as possible and, for this reason, the 
Auto Lube system should also· be 
removed. 

Begin by renioving the carburetor 
housing cover on the right front of the . 
engine. This is held by four Phillips head · 
screws. Start the job correctly by laying 
the cover with the screws on the "parts 
board" at the top · left hand corner.: 
Subsequently, all parts will be laid on· 
this board as they come off the engine,: 



arranged in order of disassembly. The 
rubber plug in front of the housing is 
removed and a screwdriver inserted to 
release the carburetor clamp. -The fuel 
lines and throttle cable are discon
nected, leaving the clamps on the lines, 
but it is not necessary to remove the 
hoses from the housing (the fuel pet
cock oil the tank should, of course, be 
closed). Slide the carb off and put it on 
the parts board. 

Disconnect the oil pump cable and oil 
feeder line (put a bolt in the end to 
prevent oil leaking). Remove the oil 

pump by unscrewing the two Phillips Phillips screws holding the covers on 
head screws. The oil pump will no both sides of the engine. (Remember to 
longer be required but it is a good idea place the covers, with their respective 
to save the Auto Lube system in case screws, on the parts board.) There are 
you later sell the machine to somebody rubber O-rings on the carb mount and 
who wants it. Remove the oil tank from the oil inlet, these should be removed 
the frame, drain all the oil, wrap the and carefully preserved. 
Auto Lube system in an oily rag, box it The clutch is then removed and care 
and file. - ' should be taken that the pressure plate 

Drain the oH from the gearcase. The springs do not cause the screws to go 
muffler and chain will have been re- flying. With the pressure plate off, take 
moved in taking the engine out of the out the push rod located. in the center 
frame. Remove the gear change lever of the nut. Flatten the lock washer with 
and the kick starter. Remove the a screwdriver or cold chisel. Yamaha has 



a special clutch holding tool and this 
provides the easiest method of removing 
the retaining nut. However, if this is nqt 
available several layers of rag can be 
rolled between the primary gears until 
the clutch shaft is locked tight. Whether. 
the special tool or the rag method is 
used; it is a good idea to also loosen the 
primary drive gear lock nut at the same 
time. With the retaining nut removed, 
the entire clutch assembly, including the 
driven primary gear, should slide off. 
For safekeeping, also remove the kick 
pinion gear and the gear retaining collar, 
found on the shaft back of the driven · 
primary gear. 

Take off the already-loosened primary 
drive gear lock nut. The primary drive 
gear can be forced off the shaft by using 
two screwdrivers beneath it and gently 
prying up. The rotary valve cover is now 
·exposed and ready to remove except 
that the shift lever mechanism is in the 
way. That is why you removed the 
cover on the left side. Go to this side 
and locate the shift lever · shaft and 
remove the circlip and washer. Now 
slide out the change mechanism on the. 
right side, trying to maintain the return 
spring, around the right side of the 
shaft, in place: Now remove the rotary 
valve cover, avoiding damage to the 
shaft seals and the O-ring in the lip of 
the cover. 

Examine the rotary valve set-up before 
you remove the valve. Note that there 
are two indentations in the fiber valve in · 
line with the locating pin in the shaft. 

. Now remove the valve. Go to the other 

. side of the case and remove the drive 
sprocket, flattening the bent edge of the 
lock washer first and holding the shaft 
steady. by wrapping a short length of 

· chain around the sprocket. 
Remove the cylinder head and cylin

der, loosening the head bolts slightly in 
rotation to prevent a warp from setting 
in. First job in the modification pro
cedure is to take the cylinder to your 
Yamaha dealer and have them check the 
cylinder for wear. If there is any doubt 
at all that things are not snug, have the 
cylinder rebored and honed. Oversize 
pistons are available in 0.25 and 
0.50mm. If it is necessary to rebore the 
cylinder it will probably be necessary to 
replace the top-end needle bearings and 
pin. 

Now the modification process begins. 
The mairi purpose is to help this little 
asthmatic engine breathe more freely. 
First, the rotary valve. This has to be 
modified to allow the "window" to stay 

work is included for guidance but the 
amount to be removed should be meas
ured on your rotary valve. The specifica
tions are: remove 11mm {if you don't 
have metric measurements, this is 
.4331" or a shade over 4/ IO") from the 
leading edge; 6mm (or .2362" or a 
shade under 1/4") from the trailing 
edge; and 2.5mm (or .0984" or nearly 
1/1 0") from the inner diameter. 

The fiber rotary valve is extremely 
tough and a fine-stone grinding wheel 
will greatly assist in this work.' It can be 
done with a gdod file but this is the 
hard way. Carefully radius all the edges 
slightly with emery paper. If the work 
on the rotary valve appears too hard, 
1l1e Fun 'n Fast metal valve conforms 
almost exactly to these specifications 
and can be obtained for $8.85 froni Fun 
'n Fast, I 8143 Napa Ave., Northridge, 
Calif. 91324, 

Next take the rotary valve cover and 
open up the inlet hole about one milli
meter. Jim Hartel did this work with a 
metal cutting bit on a hand grinder but 
this requires considerable skill since if 
too much metal is removed the inlet 
hole will not have enough strength to 
carry the carb. We suggest going to a 
good machine shop for this work. 

While you're there, take your engine 
head with you and have them mill it 60 
thousandths, making sure that the 
milled area is perfectly flat. Before the 
milling is done, examine the "squish" 
area in the combustion chamber and try 
to remember the configuration. After 

. the milling is done, it is necessary to get 
approximately same geometry on the 
outer circumference of the squish area. 
Put the head and cylinder together and 
scribe orito the head the inside circum
ference of the cylinder. This line is the 
outer limit of your work on the squish 
area and must not be exceeded. At the 
same time it must be carefully followed. 

Use a small diameter grinding stone or 
fine cutting tool in a)1.and grinder and 
do the work in long sections, working 
down gradually to the correct shape. 
The purpose of this work is to make 
sure the piston does not strike the head 
due to the reduction in clearance from 
the head mill job. Later, when the 
porting work on the cylinder is com
pleted, the top end of the engine is 
reassem\)led without the head gasket 
and the engine turned over by hand. If 
the piston clears the head without the 
gasket, you are okay. Any slight stretch 
of the con rod under high rpm will be 
compensated for. There should be no 

. :r,;~ 

Place the cover back on. its pins .iut 
look through the inlet hole. It is like! 
that the hole through the crankcase. ·: 
appear to be off-center. Scribe the tru 
line from the valve cover inlet onto tii 
crankcase. It is necessary to open up.the 
hole in -the crankcase to match the val~ 
cover hole. If care is exercised, .this 
work can be done without splitting the· 
crankcase halves. This is a tough job so: 
we recommend taking care. · ··~ 

With fresh masking tape, carefully tape· 
off the bearings around the crank shaft 
and any other areas that could be( 
contaminated with metal shavings. This_ 
cannot be stressed too much. Jim 
Hartel, who comes expensive, · spent 0 

about 15 minutes doing this: Take a" 
clean rag and thoroughly rub in clean, 
grease. Stuff this down betweeit the con, 
rod and the crank case inlet-"ht>lej, 
blocking off the hole completely.'Now; 
go to work with a fine cutting bit in the" 
hand grinder, carefully opening up the~ 
crankcase hole to the scribe line, · 
You will find that the metal shavings t 

will stick to the grease-soaked rag on the ~ 
inside of the crankcase. Hook 'the rag~ 
with a sharp point (making sure yoti f; 
don't push it back) and gently pull the \: 
rag through the hole, bringing all the --: 
shavings with it. 

The carb is hext. Completely dis
assemble the carb (this is a good time to 
thoroughly clean it), leaving the body 
free of parts. The venturi of the carb 
should be bored out from 16mm to 
about I 7mm. This is a job that is best 
done on the lathe of a machine shop-to 
ensure a straight-through and parallel 
bore. When reassembling the carb, re
place the stock No. 86 main jet witl1 a 
No. 90. The next step up is a No. 94 but 
the optimum wouid probably be a No. 
92, if it was available. The needle should 
be raised to the fourth notch from the 
top. Normal setting for the air screw is 
back out 1 1 /2 turns but with this 
modification start at 3/4 turn and adjust 
as necessary. Some juggling with jet 
sizes, needle positions and the air screw 
may be necessary to get the modified 
engine running properly and further 
adjustments will probably be necessary 
as the engine seats in properly. 

We asked Jim about the possibility of 
running an exotic fuel mixture, such as 
nitro, in the modified engine. He indi-

. cated that Larry Shoemaker had not 
gone this route since they were as much 
conerned about simplicity, as going fast. 
If the Minl-Enduro owner decided to go 

Continued on page 60 



Continued from page 26 

to an exotic mixture it would be neces
sary to enlarge the passages and jet sizes 
in the carb but the end result would 
probably be even more power, if the job 
was done correctly. 

. Everybody has their own idea of fuel 
mixture but the one recommended by 
Larry is a 30: 1 mix of Texaco premium 
and VBA oil. In the initial stages of 
run-in, a slightly richer oil mix would be 
recommended. 

Porting of the cylinder came next. The 
amazing thing about the modification of 
this engine is the small changes neces-
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fo; the amiteur mechanic because the 
cast iron cylinder is tough and the 
porting can only be tackled with good 
cutting.bits in a good hand grinder. 

Clean the inside bore of the cylinder 
and scribe a mark over the exhaust port 
26mm (1.0236") Trom the top of the 
cylinder. Scribe a similar mark over the 
top of the transfer and inlet ports 
34.5mm (1 .3578") from the top of the 
cylinder. Probably the transfer ports 
will be close to the scribe mark, leaving . 
only a clean-up operation to bring them 
up to specs. The scribe marks should be 
very light and a metal dye will help 
make them clearer. 

Block the cylinder firmly but carefully 

cylinder skirt) in a vise_, using tltlcklf:j 
padded rags for cushion111g. Put a drop,i 
light so that illumination shi.nes up ,~el 
barrel without blinding the mech~n/-f,, 
Go to work cutting out the exhaust P~! 
in the shape shown on our expl(!de4 
view of the po.rting arrangement. ,._,,.; .. !.S:'_·•' 

Imagine the exhaust gases as a no~··· 
river and make the exit path as easy;,1#,d 
natural as possible. Take the.· ·~~taflJ 
cutting all the way back to the mounfJ 
for the expansion chamber but do n.~f! 
take too much metal off the mounh 
otherwise it will· be weakened. WheriJ 
you are satisfied the shape is · tight~ 
carefully polish the port with eme~~ 

paper in a mandrel. There should_ be.···i~ 
rough· spots to cause an eddy mJ_th~ 
exhaust gases. '.";i; . 

Getting at the transfer and. intilti, 
ports is somewhat more difficult. ThiJ 
angle of the grinder (not a cutting,!.,.'. 
as the amount to be removed is-:foo 
small) must be carefully controlled°:.\o'. 
avoid damage to the cylinder walls (sei· 
illustration). From the illustration it will,: 
be seen that it is near-impossible to B~tl 
inside the intake port to clean up-~~(· 
casting marks and the transfer port~ .aii 
nearly as difficult. In point of fact;)~ 
did not attempt thi$ while tnodlfy#J 
our engine but this was larg~ly due,}. 
the time involved. The home tnech' 

· may try flexible files and rattail'fdf 
Perhaps one of the small hobby'grlit.~~ 
with · flexible drives might help· and. J 
t. rip to a sand-blaster might clean upJ·hle 
passages, although this will not re11:10";,• 
the- nubs. Also, care must be taken '1,,!) 
to file or grind out hollow spots ftorii 
the walls o~;tl1e passages so tha(.ii,.' 
inside volume changes. · · "!-'r 

Whenever any removal of material •,-·· 
taken place during these modificaU~ : 
the new corners should be. careJiillt 
radiused. This is most importantalj.; 
single sharp corner can seriously ~~-? : 
the. engine. The radiusing should ft()t .. 
extreme, usually a fine emery c1o~i.s-li 
sufficient but it should be possible,_t~i 
rub a _finger o~er the corner wi~~~~!J 
scratching the skin. ;;,.;:, 

Depending on the use that the. tnoilJ 
fled Mini-Enduro is put to,:· gearllr 
changes will probably be irt or4efff}.mi 
dropped the PTO sprocket: ohe::too 
from 13 to 12; with the rather:tUi}i 
lndiah Dunes mini track in mihd,1Ho . 
ever, in our field testing· of the'.~~'(,. 
-:,e clocked it at almost 60 inph :11\f . 
1s too fast for close track. racing\W, 
could have gotten eve~ better. ~ccelera1 _ 
tion times with a smaller PTO spr<:>cket:C 

PART TWO OF THIS STOA 
WILL BE CARRIED IN THE. 
FOLLOWING ISSUE. :)i:'· 

'!• <}( 



Reassembly should be no problem if 
all the parts were laid out on the parts 
sheet in their proper order and with the 
fasterters located with each component. 
However, there is one major provision: 
all the parts should be thoroughly clean 

. and all the gaskets should be in sound 
shape. The parts that have been modi
fied should be double-washed in solvent, 
washing off in one container of solvent 
and rinsing in another. Metal chips or 
grinding ~dust . will quickly ~uin the 
engine;·· Jim had the advantage of a 
constant-flow filtered parts washer and 
compressed air to blow everything dry 
and clean .. However, your parts should 
be no less clean, no matter what it 
takes. As the job progressed in the IMI 
shop a spray can of metal cleaner was 
used constantly and _liberally, always 
with clean rags to wipe out offending 
particles. · 

There are a couple of points to watch 
· for in the reassembly. The oil pump is 
driven by a riylon gear on the inside of 

,the right hand clutch cover. This and 
the shaft to whi<;:h it is attached must be 
removed since the oil pump is no longer 
in use and the shaft gets its lubrication 
from the oil pump. If the shaft is left in 
place it is liable to gall and stick. The 
hole in the clutch cover through which 
the shaft passes i~ then blocked off by a 
special cover available through Yamaha 
dealers, using a· gasket. The inlet hole 
for the · oil injection system on the 

· rotary valve cover is plugged with a 
screw. The boss for this inlet hole and 
the carburetor mountiug boss must have 
the. sealing O,-rings th{t were; taken off 
in disassembly and if they are damaged, 
they should be replaced. 

When installing the head, a new gasket 
shouid be used. Torque down the head 
bolts to 10 ft/lbs of torque gradually, 
working in a criss-cross pattern. Inci
dentally, the compression ratio has been 
raised by the head milling but no 

· overheating problems have resulted. 
When reinstalling the carb, keep the oil 

pump cable in place, hooked into the 
cable stop. This will serve to fill the hole . 
leading into the housing and it is not 
necessary to disconnect it. Just roll up __ 
the end of the inner cable so that it does::.\ 
not interfere wi.th anything. ·, ·-

The clutch is reassembled with 
Yamaha DT-1 clutch springs replacing 
the stock units. This is so that the -
clutch will not slip under the greater 
power being turned out by the modified -- . 
engine. For the same reason, it is prob
ably best to install new clutch plates. 
The clutch is installed in the order 
shown in the accompanying illustration. 
The clutch retaining nut and the pri- _ 
mary drive shaft nut should be tight-_ : 
ened at the same time using either the;': 
special clutch holding tool or a rag• · 
jammed between the - gears to hold , . 
them. When installing the rotary valve -· 
cover, thoroughly grease the oil seal so -
that it slides on without damage. Also 
check the O-ring in the lip, if it is ; 
stretched or broken, replace it. It is also 
advisable to use a non-setting sealer, 
such as that sold by Yamaha, on the . · 
O-ring and on the lips of the cases on 
both sides of the engine. _ 

When the engine is assembled, and if 
the IMI expansion chamber is to. be ·• 
used, place the eng-ine in the frame and · 

Conti~ued on page 62 
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_•· 11 .· On 'th~ iflsldllof the tfo 
be totirid the. oll ~li!fl~ dri~~ 

·•· Geadi removed by releas,rig' 
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PSSSST PART 2 
Continued from page 47 

scratch a mark on the bash plate in line 
with the centerline of the exhaust 
mount. There is some argument around 
Mini-Enduro enthusiasts as to whether a 
dow11swept or an upswept pipe is best. 
However; a glance at the illustration 
showing the grinding angle for the in
take port will show that the exhaust on 
the other side· of the cylinder exits 
downward. Larry feels that it is not 
advisable to change that direction so the 
IMI . expansion chamber follows the 
downswept configuration. In line with 
Larry's "smooth-flow" thinking, no 
attempt has been made to route the 
exhaust pipe around the. bash plate 
because this would create a sharp bend. 
So, to accommodate the smooth inter
nal bend of the pipe it is necessary to 
bend the bash plate upward. Hacksaw a 
two-inch cut in the bash plate and bend 
the bash plate up, making a V-shaped 

· indent: · 
Now install the engine in the frame, 

reconnecting the ignition wiring. The 
expansion chamber is mounted, using 
the gasket that came with the stock 
muffler. If a silencer is to be used, and 
we recommend this, cut off the stinger 
pipe so that jt remains the same length 

,..,.. I I\. Ir'\\ Ir-I'- Anr- n "'n,r, 

with the silencer. If a · smaller PTO 
sprocket was installed, as recommended, 
don't forget to tighten the chain. 

Finally we· come to the air cleaner 
question. If the stock filter is used, 
everything we have done will be nearly 
useless. Larry recommends the foam 
rubber sock type of filter extending 

straight up from the manifold into the 
carb housing. If the sock type filter is 
used it will be necessary to buy ari 
adapter that replaces the shaped rubber 
hose of the stock air filter. This adapter 
has provision for the stock rubber insert 
that guides the fuel line, air relief line 
and oil line into the carb housing. The 
air relief line to the carb should be · 
retained, venting to free air. Since the 
oil line will no longer be in · use it is 
necessary to block up this hole and Jim 
used a self-vulcanizing rubber solution 
to qo this. The problem with these 
exposed foam rubber sock air filters is 
that they provide no protection from 
wet conditions. The trail rider shouid, 
then, give consideration to the Fun 'n 
Fast filter, although this is not quite so 
free-flowing as the sock air filter. 

A final check of all fasteners should be 
made and the tank drained of gasoline. 
Refill the tank with the recommenqed 
mix. Do not forget this. Remember, 
from now on you have to use oil in the 

gas. Fire it up- and ~e''piep~i~{fofia~~ 
surprise.. You will probably~h~ve·:t,o do?' 
some carburetor·'adjustments ;aftei:.Ute :, 
engine is thoroughly ~arm ap.fthifcan::, 
be time consuming, taking'.Jhe ::carb ,'. 
housing cover off. and ptitting)f;back.: 
9n. Nevertheless/you will. not~"get _af': 
accurate reading lltµess the machine ·i~\: 
pro~erly ~uitoned Up, ... · :/: ·\:;/i;:)~~ 

lt 1s adv1sab1e.to go to a colder. P,lug; Al 
Champion · a-SBC is : a goc{d/slartitlg';?
point but the. slightly waill!ef,,e;11:IP.~ 
could also .. work.. Check to .. make,sure~ 
that the ignition timing is setJo,:2,3-_m,rri:; 
bef9re to)? dead center._; · · :{\~;/?{~ 
w~ ~re' not" ~h~e th~t the. Sh6;~;&'e~/i 

Minl-Endurcf kicks our 12 :horseps,we{} 
but. it is c~rtainly one o(.the hottest_:; 
Mini-~Muro$ 'aroun_d. ,,Th¢. po~f~anf t; 
is- broad/ giving fots'ofJorque .atthe_loW'."" 
enf ~d.- c~iinbliig \let{Japidiy}-Jfil6,4~ 
tM .. •rangeU f is 'not· patticu1aHy:;1¢inper:fj 
ameri ta.I ?f: ~a_nYi.\ highj,,P.~rfcit~ce·; 
machines. ate. j>Qwetful. in a. fiatrQW"farige ,~ 
but. dogf:either:·side :of 'iC':The/Sho~";: 
maker . Mini~_Endufo. is :.'rtot 1ike 'ithis:< 
Although if if de~ign~d for racing, the··' 
performance-minded non-competitor · 
will also enjoy· the · machine;~In fact, -

. .., ·•·. ; . 

judging by our test engine that. wasn t 
broken in when 'we got)o iideJti)ve~; 
wouldn't h~sitate. to t_e~o9Wtt~tJ.(it!<5:4 
the cow-trailer.·· • · ::,; ,.;,~,;~•®.tt:.{;'~~-;~ 

When you want to rough it, 
. ,, ... , : the new Holder Trail 125 is ready . 
.. . _· .. , : ; The advanced design, leadirig-arm front 

.. i'. . .-· .• ·'.. :/(;~:,-: suspensio~ simply rolls·over logs, rocks, 
. ·i ;;• : {" >)j·Y;.c/ an~ chuck holes. Front' and rear suspeh~ion is 

-:,\.;:,.:, :}:; ._· : .. - ., . , · adjust'3ble for height ~nd spring rate fo ~llit 
.: ,~- ;:.,~: i :< ·. ." •~fr···:: different-sized riders. The 5 hp. 2-cycle Tecumseh 

. 4\;.:}:ijf:~ .. -,:;>~:,:-L; :,.·.::l{; · engine was designed just for bikes: 
.,,,,:,\i;:\½f,::t,:,,:·<;:,>t:?/?.:"; The automatic transmission provides simple riding 
;,<"",,,,,.', ,<' · : '• · ·'-·''•i;< '-' ·, · plea!!Ure with the maximum in performance. 

Extra strong wheels, wit~ 36 spokes, 
can take the rough~~t riding you can give: Mid-bi.ke 

s~ating provides the lowest center-of-gravity 
possible and cornering similar to racing m~chines. 

· All this, combined with the best trail riding 
features, makes the· Am~rican-b!,Jllt Holder T·raii ·125 the 

most fun machine available. . . . . , _,. 

[HOLD(f]R 
DIE CAST FiNiSHING CO. 

2020 lakeside Ave. ~- Cieveland, QhiQ 44i14 • ~hoT1e: (216} 696-6070 
. Send for Free Information on Holder Motorcycles 



1. Milling th& head. There are various machining method$ for doing this. 
A super•flat grinding wheel and hand-lapping were usecj here. 

2. After the head is milled. the squish area in the eombU$tion chamber' 
has to be reshaped to avoid the piston striking lt. 

3. The inside diameter of the mounting b°" fqr the carb has to be 
milled out about one millimeter to match throat of the bored carb. 

' ' ' 

4. Reshaping the intake port in the crankcase. Noto rag stuffed insida to 
prevent fouling by 'metal shavings ($ee text). 

5. Shaping, aising and polishing the exhaust port is the major part of 
the modification work. 

6. Great care mmt ho exercised when raising the transfer ports to 
prevent damage to the bore of the cylinder. 

7. A lathe is used to bore out the throat of the carb, bringing it from 
15mm to 17mm. The bore has to be claan but not, necoSS11rily, 
pollshed. 


